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daily experiences; and in this work I found that the
Freudian contentions " ran true to form/1 But when
I tried to analyse my " cover-memories " I failed to
make much progress. In such efforts almost all that
I could accomplish by means of the free association
method was a flitting from memory to memory, hither
and thither, round and round, without uncovering
any latent motivating factors.
One of these early memories is as follows:
1 am about eight years of age. Am living with ntv
father and mother in a thatched cottage in Cornwall,
where I was bom. One afternoon I am in front of this
cottage and am amusing myself by throwing a small
round $ion& on to the roof, waiting for it to roll down, and
then throwing it up again. My mother comes out of the
doorway just as the stone is falling, and is struck on the
head. The stone happens to strike my mother's head
where it is protected by a coil of hair. My mother is not
therefore badly hurt; but she ptits her hand up to her
head and says, " You naughty boy." I am much fright-
ened, but fed very relieved to be let off so easily.
Everything about that mental picture is clear. I can
see the cottage now in detail, the relative positions of
myself and my mother, the slant of the sun's afternoon's
rays, and all such particulars. I can also hear my
mother's voice and the words she used. And I
carried that mental picture as an actual concrete
memory of an individual occurrence for over forty
years. Yet I know now that the scene in question is
not a memory of some one particular occurrence, but is
a mosaic of memories constituting a covering mental
That seeming memory is nothing but a resourceful

